
Piotr Damasiewicz Quintet

 ‘Tribute To Szakal’

The Piotr Damasiewicz Quintet, with these members, played a concert at the Summer Jazz

Academy in Lodz in July 2015. The concert was dedicated to polish jazz icon ‘Szakal’ (Tomasz

Szukalski). The music that is being performed by The Piotr Damasiewicz Quintet, including

“Tribute to Szakal”, originated during our first meetings with saxophonist Gerard Lebik back in

2000. The repertoire we intend to play was composed strongly based on our mutual collaboration

and my personal relationship with Gerard. It is the fact in Poland’s jazz society, Gerard, as a tenor

saxophonist, is considered the closest likeness and musical heir of the famous saxophonist

Tomasz Szukalski. One of Poland’s best jazz percussionists Krzysztof Dziedzic started building

his reputation playing with Tomasz Szukalski, Piotr Wojtasik and many others significant

personalities in 90’s.  He was Szukalski’s favorite percussionist and together they played a great

many concerts over many years. His style of playing and way of thinking about music matured in

the company of masters who also shaped the next generation of musicians and who the music of

The Piotr Damasiewicz Quintet references. After many concerts and meetings I was convinced to

invite also young outstanding musicians to join this project. The bass player Max Mucha who is a

founding member of my group Power of the Horns and the pianist Artur Tuźnik were chosen

based on theirs great technical abilities, talent, and stage experience, as well as theirs unique

approach to music as a improvisers. To this collection of musicians, that is an extraordinary asset.

This project highlights my enduring work toward my personal growth as an artist, as well as the

outcome of my efforts to find some of the best Polish jazz musicians – musicians that have had

the opportunity to create this particular artistic journey and those that developed the environment

and people I surrounded myself with, which shaped me as a jazz musician.

members:

Piotr Damasiewicz - trumpet

Gerard Lebik - tenor sax

Artur Tuźnik - piano

Max Mucha- double bass

Krzysztof Dziedzic - drums



Piotr Damasiewicz - born in Wroclaw, composer, trumpeter, music curator. He reaches down to

the language of jazz, moving towards the free jazz ideas, through the European classical music, all

the way to the achievements of the new modern music, including the European improvised

music, sound art, electroacoustic improvisation. He has an opportunity to presents his work in his

own projects: Power Of The Horns, ImproGraphic, Mnemotaksja, Hadrons, as well as the ones

where is a co-author with Gerard Lebik: VeNN Circles and Red Trio Quintet (Red

Trio/Damasiewicz/Lebik). He founded the (MATA) association which promotes artists looking for

alternative solutions in art. One of the most significant achievements in this area was the

exhibition of his artwork in the Modern Art Gallery BWA in Katowice. For this project, he

experimented with space and form in a dialogue with ”Pojęciokształty”(”figures of meaning”) by

Stanisław Dróżdż. He collaborated as well with the artistic circles of academies of fine arts in

Wrocław and Katowice as a co-author of various multimedia projects. 



He cooperates as a curator in multicultural Festival Art Meeting in Lviv and art platform Melting

Pot (Jazztopad). He had opportunity to work with Polish-German co-production of Avant Art

Festival, Gerngesehen and Mex, Europeans musical platforms JazzPlayesEurope 2010, Take Five

European Project 2013, European Jazz Network. He took part in an international improvised

music summit mixing leading players from Styria in Austria with a wide range of top-draw

musicians from Poland. He also composes soundtrack for movies and theater performances. He

is the winner of the prizes: Polish Music Award Academy-Fryderyk, Warto, Krzysztof Komeda's

International Copomosers Competition and Wrocław's Music Award. He has performed or

collaborated with artists such as Phil Minton, Lotte Anker, Tomasz Stańko, Kazuhisa Uchihashi,

Magda Mayas, Raymond Strid, Paal Nilssen-Love, Dave Rempis, Michael Zerang, Andrzej Bauer,

Cezary Duchnowski, Jeb Bishop, Eduardo Maraffa, Igor Boxx, Samuel Blaser, Hans Koch, Joker

Nies, Bettina Wenzel, Satoko Fuji, Morihide Sawada.
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